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START SPEAKER DIALOGUE 

01:06:18:00 YOU Hey, Laura, have you heard of an annotated dialogue list? 

 
(Hey: casual greeting) 

01:06:19:10 LAURA Heard of ‘em? They are fan-freakin’-tastic! 

 
(„em: them) 
(fan-freakin‟-tastic: humorous way of saying “fantastic,” with the 
interjection “freakin‟” inserted in the middle of the word for 
emphasis) 
(fantastic/freakin‟: alliteration) 

01:06:26:04 YOU Hmmm, I don’t get it. What’s the big deal? What is the 
purpose of language annotations? 

 
(Hmmm: noise indicating thought) 
(don‟t: do not) 
(What‟s: what is) 
(big deal: something very important or significant) 

01:06:30:21 LAURA Translation can be super hard, especially when people talk 
all crazy and use tons of slang or colloquialisms. 
Language annotations also make it easier to translate 
jokes and puns! And you want to make sure your subtitles 
are on point, doncha? 

 
(super: used here to mean “very”) 
(all crazy: slang expression meaning “in an unusual way”) 
(tons: a lot) 
(on point: slang expression meaning “perfect”) 
(doncha: a casual compound word, meaning “don‟t you”) 

01:06:36:12 YOU Oh, I get it. You define all non-standard English, 
contractions, slang, and figures of speech so translators 
can grasp the tone of someone’s speech and translate it 
accordingly! 

 
(Oh: indicating realization) 
(get it: understand) 

01:06:39:01 LAURA Looks like I spilled the beans! 

 
 (“spilled the beans”: expression meaning “revealed a secret”) 

01:06:41:04 YOU Does Talking Type Captions do annotated dialogue lists? 

01:06:43:01 LAURA You can bet your bottom dollar! And, it won’t cost you an 
arm and a leg! 

 
(bet your bottom dollar: expression meaning “bet everything”) 
(won‟t: will not) 
(cost you an arm and a leg: expression meaning “be very 
expensive”) 

01:06:45:20 YOU Um, Laura? Do you always need to be annotated so 
thoroughly? 

 
(Um: indicating hesitation) 

01:06:47:10 LAURA Heh. Overkill, huh? All right, I’ll cut it out. Whoops! Oh no! 
I CAN’T STOP! 

 
(Heh: indicating sheepishness) 
(Overkill: to do something excessively) 
(huh?: indicating a question) 
(cut it out: cease) 
(Whoops!: interjection, indicating a mistake) 
(Oh no!: expression indicating distress) 
(can‟t: cannot) 

 


